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An Algebraic Coding Scheme for Wireless Relay
Networks With Multiple-Antenna Nodes

Frédérique Oggier and Babak Hassibi

Abstract—We consider the problem of coding over a half-du-
plex wireless relay network where both the transmitter and the
receiver have respectively several transmit and receive antennas,
whereas each relay is a small device with only a single antenna.
Since, in this scenario, requiring the relays to decode results in
severe rate hits, we propose a full rate strategy where the relays
do a simple operation before forwarding the signal, based on the
idea of distributed space-time coding. Our scheme relies on divi-
sion algebras, an algebraic object which allows the design of fully
diverse matrices. The code construction is applicable to systems
with any number of transmit/receive antennas and relays, and has
better performance than random code constructions, with much
less encoding complexity. Finally, the robustness of the proposed
distributed space-time codes to node failures is considered.

Index Terms—Distributed space-time coding, division algebras.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS WELL KNOWN that the use of multiple antennas at
both the transmitter and receiver of a wireless channel can

greatly increase its capacity and reliability. Recently, attention
has been focused on wireless networks, where researchers have
been looking for so-called cooperative diversity methods, to ex-
ploit spatial diversity using the antennas of different users in the
network.

A. Previous Work on Cooperative Diversity Schemes

In [16], a scheme where pairs of users cooperate is consid-
ered. Each of the two partners is responsible for transmitting
both its own information and the information of its partner
which it will receive and detect. The aim is to gain spatial
diversity. One of the first schemes to obtain spatial diversity
for an arbitrary half-duplex wireless network has been given in
[11]. First, the source broadcasts its information to the desti-
nation as well as to potential relays. In a second phase, relays
that are able to decode either repeat or utilize a space-time
code to simultaneously transmit to the destination. The mutual
information and outage probability of the network are analyzed.

Protocols for wireless networks are usually categorized into
two main classes: the amplify-and-forward scheme and the de-
code-and-forward scheme, depending on whether we assume
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the ability of decoding at the relays. Indeed, decoding at the
relays is not always a valid assumption. This implies enough
computational power, which, for example, sensor networks do
not have. Furthermore, when, to increase the data rate, the trans-
mitter and receiver employ multiple antennas but the relays do
not, decoding causes a bottleneck at the relays, resulting in a
loss in the data rate.

In [8], distributed space-time coding is presented, where the
relays cooperate in such a way that the received signal is seen
as a space-time code, so as to obtain the diversity known to be
achieved by traditional space-time codes. The pair-wise error
probability is computed to determine the diversity of the system.
Distributed space-time coding can be seen as a more sophisti-
cated form of the amplify-and-forward protocol, where the re-
lays do more than just amplify the signal.

In [1], the Zheng–Tse diversity-multiplexing gain (DMG)
tradeoff [22] is used as a means to evaluate the performance
of new cooperative schemes, including a non-orthogonal
amplify-and-forward protocol, where the source terminal is al-
lowed to transmit during all the time (as opposed to orthogonal
schemes). Several works have followed the DMG approach,
like [5], where the authors present families of cooperative
schemes based on algebraic space-time codes that achieve the
DMG tradeoff. The scenario of [1] has been generalized in [21]
for a network where all the nodes (including the relay nodes)
have several antennas. Note that in [21], the relays amplify the
signal, and do not perform a linear transformation as is the
case in this work. The DMG tradeoff for this network has been
analyzed, and the codes built shown to be optimal with respect
to that tradeoff.

Let us now briefly review distributed space-time coding, and
the network model presented in [9], since this is the model we
will consider in this paper.

B. Distributed Space-Time Coding

Consider a wireless network with nodes, where the
receiver and transmitter node are equipped with, respectively,

and antennas, to increase the data rate of the network.
The other nodes serve as relays. They are assumed to be small
devices with low power and few resources, with thus only one
antenna (see Fig. 1). This is, for example, a suitable model for
many sensor networks.

Channels are denoted by from the transmit antenna to
the th relay, and by from the th relay to the receive antenna

. Note that we do not assume a direct path from the transmitter
to the receiver. Noise is denoted by at the th relay, and by

at the th receive antenna. Both channels and noises are
assumed to be independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
complex Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-variance. Channels
are unknown at the relays and at the transmitter, but we assume
that the receiver knows the equivalent channel described
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Fig. 1. Wireless relay network with several antennas at both the transmitter and
receiver.

in (1) (see also Remark 1). Let denote a coherence interval
during which and are constant. The information bits
are thus encoded into matrices ,
where is a -dimensional signal sent by the th transmit
antenna. The signal is normalized as .
The average total power for transmissions is at the
transmitter, and at every relay. The transmission scheme
is: from time 1 to , is sent. Each relay gets a
received signal , which is multiplied by a unitary matrix
(see Remark 2) before being forwarded during time to

. The received signal at the th antenna is a sum of each
signal transmitted by each relay

This can be summarized, setting , as

...

By setting ,
, , and

we finally get that the channel model can be written as

(1)

Remark 1: In order for the receiver to estimate , a block
of known training symbols using the same space-time coding
scheme is sent, so that the receiver solves for the equivalent
channel matrix, using its knowledge of and .

Remark 2: The choice of unitary makes the protocol eq-
uitable among different relay nodes, which is reasonable since
there is no reason to advantage a relay rather than another, or
a particular time instant over another. It also guarantees that
the noise forwarded by the relays remains white at the receiver,
though it has been shown recently [18] that for that purpose, it
is enough to require the , to be uncorrelated.

In [9], the pair-wise error probability of such a system has
been analyzed, and it has been shown that similarly to the mul-
tiple-antenna case, the “full diversity” condition holds. That is,
the difference of two distinct codewords has to be
full-rank in order to maximize the decay rate of the pair-wise
probability of error. The following theorem has been proven.

Theorem 1: (Diversity for wireless relay network) Assume
that and the distributed space-time code is fully di-
verse. For large total transmit power , the diversity of the wire-
less relay network is

.

C. Organization and Contribution of This Work

In this work, we are interested in constructing codes for a half
duplex wireless relay network where a transmitter and a receiver
have several antennas, while the relays are small devices with
low power and little computational resources. In this scenario,
decoding at the relays is not desirable, since the relay nodes
can only decode at the rates offered by a multiple-input–single-
input (MISO) system, whereas the overall system can operate at
multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) rates.

We thus propose a coding scheme based on distributed space-
time codes [9] as previously described, where it is recalled that
the main design criterion is full-diversity. Note that while good
codes have been recently proposed for the case of one antenna
at the transmitter and receiver [10], [14], no coding scheme
has been proposed in the multiple antenna case, not even using
random codes. The contribution of this work is thus to present
a technique to design distributed space-time codes for multiple
antennas receiver and transmitter node, where full diversity is
proved. It consists of jointly optimizing a space-time code at
the transmitter and unitary matrices at the relays.

We focus on minimizing the pair-wise probability of error,
both when all the relay nodes are active and when some of them
are not able to transmit. We propose a scheme which is suitable
for any number of transmit/receive antennas and nodes, based
on division algebras, an algebraic object known to enable the
construction of fully diverse matrices. To reach high data rate,
we exploit the degrees of freedom of the channel,
and call such codes full rate. We compare our code to a random
code construction, which is also fully-diverse, and show that
the algebraic coding scheme has better performance, due to its
higher coding gain. Furthermore, it requires much less encoding
complexity, in particular at the relay nodes.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Since our con-
struction relies on the way division algebras provide fully-di-
verse matrices, Section II introduces division algebras and ex-
plains how those algebraic objects can be used to obtain code-
words. We then present the distributed scheme itself, and detail
the particular case when only one antenna is used at both the
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transmitter and receiver. In Section IV, we consider the robust-
ness of distributed space-time codes to node failures. Simula-
tions are provided in the last section, where the algebraic con-
struction is compared to random codes.

II. DIVISION ALGEBRAS AND FULLY-DIVERSE MATRICES

Recall from the introduction (see Section I-B) that the pair-
wise probability of error of a distributed space-time code is first
governed by the diversity. The coding problem that we address
in this paper is thus to construct distributed space-time codes
that are fully diverse.

A. Introducing Division Algebras

Division algebras are non-commutative fields. They became
of interest for traditional space-time coding [12], [17] since they
naturally provide linear families of fully-diverse matrices, as
we will now explain, using as example a particular family of
division algebras called cyclic division algebras.

The interested reader may refer to the original papers [17] and
[12] or to a self-contained tutorial [3] for more details. We start
by recalling definitions related to number fields, before intro-
ducing the definition of cyclic algebra.

To start our construction, we need to consider two number
fields, that we denote by and . Number fields can be seen as
vector spaces over , the field of rational numbers. For example,

is a vector space of dimension 2 over
, whose basis is . More generally, is a vector space of

dimension over . We say that is a field extension of if
, which we denote by . The dimension of over

as a vector space is called the degree.
Example 1: We have that

is a vector space of dimension 2 over . Simi-
larly, let , and consider the number field

which is a vector space of dimension 4 over . Since
, and is an extension of

.
Another way of thinking of a number field is to add a root of a

polynomial to a field, and to add also all its powers and multiples
so that the resulting set is indeed a field. For example, is
built by adding the roots of the polynomial to . The
field extension can similarly be seen as adding the element

, the root of a polynomial , to . For our purpose, we are
interested in a field extension such that all roots
of are related to each other as follows: there exists a map

such that , .
Example 2: Consider again , which is

obtained from by adding , which is a root of the
polynomial , whose other
roots are . Set

. We see that each root is connected to the other by ,
for example, , and

.

In such case, is called a cyclic Galois extension, and
, is called a cyclic Galois group. For ex-

ample, is a cyclic extension of degree 2, since there exists
. Similarly from Example 2 is a cyclic extension

of degree 4.
Let us now give the definition of a cyclic algebra. We con-

sider a field extension of degree such that its Galois
group is cyclic, as explained before. Choose

. We construct a non-commutative cyclic algebra,
denoted by , as follows:

that is, we take copies of the field , which gives a vector space
structure with basis , and an element
corresponds to the vector , since can be written
as

for all

The basis element is asked to satisfy , meaning that
one can choose any , and the basis will be given by
and its powers. Since we want an algebra, we need to be able to
multiply elements in . Since scalars multiply on the right, we
need to know what happens when multiplication occurs on the
left, and we set the following rule:

for

Example 3: Let again and
, we choose which defines the cyclic

algebra given by

B. Codewords From Cyclic Algebras

Let us now see how cyclic algebras provide families of ma-
trices. This is by associating to the element the matrix
of multiplication by . Let us do the whole computation when

.
Example 4: For , we have with

and for . An element can be written
. Let us compute the multiplication by of any

element

since and using the non-commutativity rule .
In the basis , this yields

There is thus a correspondence
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In the general case, we have

...
. . .

...
for all

. . .

and for , , for all

...
...

...

(2)
Consider now a codebook made of matrices of the form (2).
Note that is linear (since is). Thus

for all

so that is fully-diverse if

Thus cyclic division algebras, i.e., cyclic algebras that are fields
(where all nonzero elements are invertible), yield full diversity.

Let us assume that we transmit QAM information symbols.
We take . Each codeword carries infor-
mation symbols, since each matrix contains coefficients ,
and each is itself a linear combination of QAM symbols,
since is a vector space of dimension over .

C. Distributed Space-Time Codes

Matrices of the form (2) are fully-diverse, however, they are
clearly impossible to use as such for distributed space-time
coding. Indeed, an adequate codeword is such that each block
of columns is obtained linearly from an matrix ,
which the map makes impossible. We will now see how this
can be remedied. Let us start with an intuitive explanation, and
assume, to start with, that the distributed codewords are square,
that is , with the coherence time, the number of
transmit antennas and the number of relays.

In order for a codeword (2) to be of the form
, we need to replace the map by a

map, say , such that , the identity map. If such a
map could exist and be compatible with the algebra structure
that yields full diversity, then we would set

...
...

Fig. 2. Suitable field extensions to construct a distributed T � T space-time
code. The degrees are written on the branches.

and a distributed codeword would be indeed of the form
with

. . .

To prove the existence of such a map , we recur to a
standard result of Galois theory (see, for example, [19])
that states that if is a subgroup of

, then there exists a subfield of
given by , and the Galois group of
over is . In particular,
and restricted to , denoted by , is . This means that it is
enough to restrict the coefficients of the distributed space-time
codewords to instead of . Fig. 2 illustrates the hierarchy of
the field extensions we consider.

In Section III, we describe more precisely the code
construction.

III. CODE CONSTRUCTION

Recall that we consider transmit antennas, receive an-
tennas, relays and a coherence time . For the purpose of code
construction, we shall henceforth assume . In practice,
of course, and are determined by the system parameters,
whereas is often random and depends on the number of func-
tioning relays available. Thus or may both
happen. The case is discussed in Section IV, where
we show it corresponds to having relay failures. When
however, the diversity is determined by (and not by , see
[9]) and so the extra relay nodes do not contribute to
the diversity. In this case, to save the battery power of the relays,
it is best if the excess relays do not cooperate in the communi-
cations. We are, therefore, justified in considering for
the purpose of code construction.

Note that the transmitter has to send a space-time code to the
relays. Otherwise, nothing prevents both antennas from sending
the same signal, resulting in a loss of diversity (see Fig. 3). Our
construction consists of the following two steps:

1) construction of the space-time code at the transmitter;
2) construction of the distributed space-time code at the

relays.

A. Space-Time Code at the Transmitter

The space-time code built at the transmitter is a
matrix, with information symbols ,

, . In order to obtain at the
receiver a distributed space-time code, we need a cyclic
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Fig. 3. ForM = N = 2 transmit and receive antennas, R = 2 relays, com-
parison of the BLER with and without coding at the transmitter. Random coding
is used at the relays. We see a clear loss in the diversity when no coding is used
at the transmitter.

extension of degree over , which contains a
subextension of degree over (cf. Fig. 2).

Let be a -basis of , and denote
by the Galois group of . Consider
the matrix defined as follows:

...

The first part of the encoding consists of applying to the vec-
tors given by , , as follows:

Note here that if we have , we only need
information symbols, and can just set the coefficients

to be zero, .
If we denote , we can rewrite shortly, by

linearity of

In order not to change the energy of the signal constellation, it
is important to choose the matrix to be unitary, which means
taking the right basis . Such basis can be found by looking at

as the generator matrix of the lattice , and then use the
theory of algebraic lattices [13]. Note that not all fields allow
this construction. We thus need to choose carefully.

The second stage of the encoding consists of putting the sig-
nals into the space-time code to be
sent. This is done as follows. Denote by the matrix
containing only zeros, apart from an identity matrix,
whose first row is at the th row of

Define also the matrices similarly as , except that the index
of the rows are considered modulo , so that a coefficient ap-
pearing on row when starting the identity matrix at row

will be on row 1. All coefficients 1 that are shifted
modulo are multiplied by , being an element of such
that . For example

The space-time code sent by the transmitter is given by
(see Section III-C for an example)

B. Distributed Space-Time Codes at the Relays

At the th relay, the received signal is

where is the average total power at the transmitter, which can
be written

...
...

The th relay multiplies by , where and
is defined as

. . .
(3)

Let us emphasize the simplicity of the encoding at the relays.
Compared to random codes, multiplication by a full unitary ma-
trix is replaced by simple shifting and scaling of the received
vector.

C. Worked Out Example

Consider the simple case when we have antennas
at the transmitter, and relays. By assumption, .
The transmitter sends to the relays a space-time code, built as
follows. Let , be the eight information
symbols to be sent. Set . Let
be an extension of degree over and let

be a subextension of of degree (see
Example 1). Let be a -basis of

. Let be defined by . The encoding matrix
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is a priori given by , which is not unitary. A unitary

matrix is obtained by multiplying by and
normalizing

Thus

The space-time code is given by

and the received signal at the two relays can be written as

The relay 1 multiplies by , the identity matrix and
the relay 2 multiplies by , with

so that

The space-time code is seen at the receiver as

(4)

Let us now check that this matrix is coming from a cyclic al-
gebra. Recall that we consider the cyclic extension

of degree 4 over , with Galois group generated by
. We consider the cyclic algebra

of Example 3. An element can be
written , . Its corresponding
matrix is given by

(5)

Now consider the subgroup . We have that
, which can be seen by solving explic-

itly this equation, which yields that ,
. Since ,

. We have that , and the matrix (4) is sim-
ilar to (5), when the coefficients , are restricted
to . By choice of the encoding at the transmitter, the
signals , are encoded as elements of .

Since is a division algebra [12], this code-
book is fully diverse.

D. Computation of the Coding Gain

Let us now compute the coding gain of the previous codes.
Recall from [9] that similarly to the point-to-point case, once
the code is fully diverse, performance is given by the coding
gain. Roughly speaking, the larger ,
the smaller the upper bound on the pair-wise error probability.
For the case when codewords are square matrices, we com-
pute , where is a matrix from a distributed
space-time code. It is a standard fact [15, p. 296, 316] that
when considering the matrix representation of an element

, where is a -algebra, that the determinant be-
longs to . If furthermore the coefficients of are given in
a -basis, and , then the determinant is in , so that

. The minimum is thus 1 (it cannot be zero in
a division algebra). Note that if instead we choose

, then the coding gain is given by , since the
denominator has to be in factor to again use the argument that
all the coefficients of the matrix are in . The coding gain is
thus clearly optimized by choosing .

In the example of Section III-C, we have seen that a normal-
izing factor for the encoding matrix may be required in order
to encode the information symbols with a unitary matrix. The
normalizing factor depends on , and is thus, with , a second
factor influencing the coding gain. Thus, has to be chosen with
a normalizing factor where is as big as possible (see for
example [13] for more details). Note that it is misleading to be-
lieve that renouncing in a unitary matrix for the encoding would
improve the good performance. It would increase the minimum
determinant but also change the energy of the system, and yield
shaping loss which actually deteriorates the code performace.

The results on diversity and coding gain discussed so far are
obtained by considering only the highest order term of the power

in the bound on the pair-wise probability of error [9]. It is
important to keep in mind that in the distributed case, not only
the highest order is important, but also how dominant it is, and
thus, what are the contributions of the other high order terms of

. The th order term is obtained by dropping columns
from the codeword, which is equivalent to saying that
relay nodes are not transmitting. This will be discussed further
in Section IV.

E. Single Antenna Case

The case where the transmitter and receiver only have
a single antenna is a particular case of our construction
(see Fig. 4). In this scenario, no space-time coding is re-
quired at the transmitter. Thus, the signal to be transmitted
is . From time 1 to , the transmitter sends
the signals to each relay , which
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Fig. 4. Wireless network with a single antenna at the transmitter and receiver.

multiplies its received signal by a unitary matrix
and forwards to the receiver, which gets the signal , with

The received signal is given by

(6)

with , and
. The strategy described

above consists here of multiplying the received signal at the th
relay by the matrix , where is given by (3). Note that in
the case of transmit and receive antennas, the al-
gebra structure we are considering is too heavy for our purpose,
since the same coding strategy can be obtained more easily as
follows [14]. Recall (see Section II-C) that using transmit
antennas means looking for a number field of degree over

in . If , we are taking the field itself. We
then just need a vector space of dimension over .
There is thus no need for an algebra structure. One can just take
a number field which contains , and get as codeword the
matrix of multiplication by an element of this field. Let us be
more precise, and give the construction on a family of number
fields called cyclotomic fields.

Let be a primitive root of unity. We
consider the cyclotomic field defined by

For example, if ,
. The field has a structure of vector

space of dimension over . A -basis is given by
.

Lemma 1: For , the field is a vector space of
dimension over .

Proof: We have that every in can be written as

since is a fourth root of unity. Thus, a -basis of
is given by

(7)

Let , written in the -basis (7). We define the
matrix of multiplication by in this -basis by

(8)

where has coefficients in .
Let . If , we have

since is a fourth root of unity. Similarly

More generally

We thus have that is given by

...
...

...
...

Let be the transmitted signal. Choose
. The matrix can be written as

which is exactly the space-time code we are expected at the
receiver, when .

IV. RESISTANCE TO NODE FAILURES

Distributed space-time codes assume that relay nodes are
active in the network. However, it is reasonable to consider that
some nodes may be down for some period of time (for example,
for limited battery). It is thus important to make sure that if such
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Fig. 5. For M = N = 1 transmit and receive antennas, R = 4 relays, the
BLER of random coding is compared to the proposed algebraic construction.

failures happen, the whole coding strategy will not collapse. Re-
call from (1) that the channel model is written as

(9)
The are unitary matrices used at each th relay to encode
the signal they receive, and is the space-time code sent by the
transmitter. If the th relay does not transmit, it is equivalent to
say that it uses as matrix the whole zero matrix. The matrix

can thus be seen as a rectangular matrix, where
is the number of nodes that are down during the transmission.
Proposition 1: The codebook of matrices

obtained after failures of nodes in the network is fully diverse.
The matrix in (9) is an matrix, given by

. If the th relay node is not communi-
cating, the fading is not transmitted to the receiver. The ma-
trix is thus a matrix if nodes do not transmit.
In case of node failures, we can then describe our system as
in (9), with a signal matrix . Theorem 1 holds
since the code is fully diverse. Note that the receiver does not
need to know which relays are down.

To summarize, we expect a diversity of , meaning
that a network of nodes with node failures should behave
similarly as a nodes network, as far as diversity is
concerned.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section is devoted to the simulations of the coding
scheme presented. Note that the plots have on the -axis the
power in dB of the whole system, given by ,
and on the -axis the block error rate (BLER). The decoding
is done using the Sphere Decoder [6], [20]. In order to apply
the Sphere Decoder, an equivalent channel where the matrix

is vectorized has to be considered, so that encoding consists
of applying a matrix on a vector formed by all the information
symbols.

Let us first compare our construction with a random code con-
struction. In Fig. 5, we show how the proposed algebraic con-
struction compares to a random code. For , we do
no coding at the transmitter. At the relays, random coding con-
sists of generating random unitary matrices. Both codes clearly
achieve the same diversity, but the algebraic scheme performs
better.

Fig. 6. For M = N = 2 transmit and receive antennas, R = 2 relays, the
BLER of random coding is compared to the proposed algebraic construction.

In Fig. 6, we again compare random coding with our con-
struction, but when two antennas are used at both the transmitter
and receiver. This time, we need coding at the transmitter. The
random code we use is a random linear dispersion (LD)-code
[7]. Let us briefly recall the encoding. Let be the
information symbols to be sent. A linear dispersion (LD) code
is given by

where , are random matrices, satisfying the fol-
lowing normalization constraint:

Again, the algebraic and the random codes have same diver-
sity, but the algebraic one yields better performance. The figure
also shows the performance when no coding is used at the trans-
mitter, that is, when the information symbols are placed as such
as coefficients of the codeword.

Let us now recall (see Theorem 1) that the diversity of the
network is given by

for . In particular, it is linear in .
In Fig. 7, we simulate the simplest scenario, when we have

transmit antenna, and receive antenna. There
is no encoding at the transmitter. Encoding is done only at the
relays. We consider , and relays, and use
the codes based on cyclotomic fields described in Section III-E.
The diversity should be , which is here, respectively,
2 and 4 for and . Looking for example between
20 and 30 dB, we see that the curve for decreases of
roughly 1.5 magnitudes. Between 16 and 26 dB, the curve for

decreases by a bit less than 3 magnitudes. We also clearly
see the diversity increasing with the number of relays.

On Fig. 8, we compare transmissions with and
antennas. For and relays, we use the code

described in Section III-C. For and , we use
the following construction. Denote by a primitive th root
of unity. We choose the field , which is of degree
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Fig. 7. For M = N = 1 transmit and receive antennas, comparison of the
BLER for R = 2, R = 4, and R = 8 relays.

Fig. 8. For M = N = 2 transmit and receive antennas, comparison of the
BLER for R = 2 and R = 4 relays.

over , with , of degree
over . A choice for is

(as shown in [4]). Since , the lattice generator matrix of
(see [2]) given by

is the unitary matrix used for encoding at the transmitter. Since
the diversity is , we expect the case when we use

antenna at the transmitter and relay nodes to
give the same slope as the case with transmit antennas
and relay nodes. We indeed observe that the two corre-
sponding curves are parallel. We also observe that for ,
the slope decreases quickly as expected.

Consider now the case when we assume that some nodes do
not transmit. Recall from Section IV that a network with re-
lays and node failures is expected to have the same diversity
order as a relay network with nodes. In Fig. 9, we consider
a network with nodes, and look at its behavior if
1,2,3,4 nodes are down. There is one transmit and one receive
antenna. It appears clearly that the diversity decreases linearly
in the number of nodes down.

In Fig. 10, we compare the case when the network has eight
relay nodes but half of them do not transmit, to the case where
the network has four relay nodes. As expected, the two networks

Fig. 9. For M = N = 1 transmit and receive antennas, comparison of the
BLER for R = 8 relays if d = 1,2,3,4 nodes do not transmit.

Fig. 10. For M = N = 1 transmit and receive antennas, comparison of the
BLER for R = 4 relays and R = 8 relays with half of them down.

Fig. 11. For M = N = 2 transmit and receive antennas, comparison of the
BLER for R = 2,R = 4 relays, and R = 4 relays with one node down.

have the same diversity. The gap between the two curves illus-
trates the difference of coding gain.

Finally, in Fig. 11, we consider the case where we have
transmit and receive antennas. We simulate the case

where in the relay nodes network, one node does not
transmit. We expect the diversity of the network with one node
down to decrease by a factor of . We observe that the
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diversity is in between the one of an eight node network and one
of a four node network.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the problem of coding for a half-du-
plex wireless relay network where both the transmitter and re-
ceiver have several antennas, while each relay has one. Due to
the high transmission rate, we did not assume relays are able
to decode, and thus proposed a distributed space-time scheme,
where relays just do a simple operation on the received signal
before forwarding it. The scheme relied on division algebra,
an algebraic tool to achieve diversity. We showed how to use
them to jointly optimize the design of a space-time code at the
transmitter and of unitary matrices at the relays. The scheme
is suitable for transmit and receive antennas, and arbi-
trary nodes. The code has been shown to perform better than
random codes, and thus with much less encoding complexity.
Furthermore, we considered the behavior of distributed space-
time codes when facing node failures in the network. We showed
that the diversity order in a network with nodes and node
failures is the same as a network with nodes. Thus, dis-
tributed space-time coding offers a reliable coding scheme for
wireless networks.

There are several directions of research one could consider at
this point. An important problem is, following the space-time
coding terminology, the non-coherent case. What would be a
coding strategy if the receiver does not have knowledge of the
channel? Channel information requires training, which is not
always a practical assumption.

One generalization of the network model is to assume that
there are multiple transmitter/receiver pairs in the network.
The analysis and coding scheme in such a scenario are an open
problem.
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